CASE STUDY: GULF WINDS CREDIT UNION

INNOVATION AND COLLABORATION UNITE
TO LAUNCH A CREDIT-UNION-CENTERED
DIGITAL PAYMENT SOLUTION
What do you get when you combine innovative product
ideas with insightful feedback from credit unions? The
result is a unique solution that truly meets credit unions’
needs. That’s what happened when Sherpa Technologies,
a credit union service organization (CUSO) of Corporate
One, collaborated with its Innovation Council, a group of 28
progressively minded credit unions, to brainstorm, develop,
and test a new digital payment solution.

“About a year ago, our Innovation Council members were
discussing the challenge of how to improve member
engagement and retention with their indirect channel
members – specifically, those members with auto loans,”
says Keith Riddle, Sherpa’s president/CEO. “Since part of
the primary mission and vision of Sherpa is to help credit
unions with digital transformation through the creation
of solutions by credit unions for credit unions, we listened
to their thoughts and began developing a digital payment
solution that would meet the member engagement/
retention goals they had both now and in the future.”
This February, after much brainstorming, collaboration, and
feedback, Sherpa launched its first digital payment solution
in collaboration with its Innovation Council. Called Payigy,
this dynamic payment solution is designed to enable greater
payment flexibility and deepen relationships with indirect
loan members via a simplified digital user experience, which
was modeled to emulate biller-direct payment offerings.

Payigy is timely, because, according to industry studies,
biller-direct payment experiences account for more than
70% of bill payment activity. Payigy’s biller-direct user
experience, with the credit union as the biller, keeps
credit unions at the center of the engagement process and
includes features that support flexible payment methods,
notifications and messaging, and the ability to position
‘offers’ within the user experience.

Collaborating with Sherpa

Credit unions that collaborated with Sherpa on the initial
solution concept for Payigy included Achieva CU (Dunedin,
FL), Gulf Winds CU (Pensacola, FL), Kemba CU (West Chester,
OH), Ohio Educational CU (Cleveland, OH), KEMBA Financial
CU (Columbus, OH) and Pathways Financial (Columbus, OH).
Each provided feedback and insights to develop a minimally
viable product (MVP) by late summer 2019.

One of the members of the Innovation Council who helped
finalized the creation of Payigy is Gulf Winds Credit Union
in Pensacola, Florida. Gulf Winds was already seeking a
“future-ready” digital payment solution for their indirect

channel members that could grow with their institution, says
Haley Murph, vice president, EServices and Payments at Gulf
Winds. “We were delighted to provide focused collaboration
and feedback throughout the fall of 2019 alongside Sherpa
to finalize Payigy and ensure it was a solution that meets the
business goals of credit unions.”

“AS AN EARLY ADOPTER OF PAYIGY, OUR
COLLABORATION EFFORTS WITH SHERPA
MET OUR BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS, AND
THE INTERACTION WITH THEIR TEAM WAS
EASY AND FUN. WE’RE SO PLEASED TO
HAVE COLLABORATED WITH THEM ON
THIS UNIQUE PAYMENT SOLUTION THAT
IS AN IDEAL TOOL TO HELP INCREASE
MEMBER ENGAGEMENT AND RETENTION.”
HALEY MURPH, VP, ESERVICES AND PAYMENTS
GULF WINDS CREDIT UNION

As an early adopter of Payigy, Murph states that Gulf Winds’
collaboration efforts with Sherpa met her credit union’s
business requirements, and the interaction with Sherpa’s
team was easy and fun. Through their existing relationship
with Sherpa, Murph says Gulf Winds knew they could trust
Sherpa’s team to deliver good solutions. “Sherpa was open
to our feedback on Payigy from the very beginning,” says
Murph, “which really set them apart from other digital
solution providers we’ve worked with in the past. Not only
did they listen to our feedback, but they put into place those
things that we asked for and/or recommended.”

Gulf Winds was given direct access to the Payigy solution, and
dedicated experts from Sherpa’s team assisted in creating
and uploading the test data into Payigy so Gulf Winds could
begin user experience testing and use case validation.
“Sherpa provided excellent testing instructions and scripts
to ensure we knew what we were doing and were successful
on our side,” emphasizes Murph. “The documents created
by Sherpa to perform usability and design testing combined
with our internal team’s in-depth understanding of usability
and design testing were the two factors that made this a
really easy collaboration.”

Offering value to credit unions
Murph believes that one of the key differentiators
separating Payigy from other fintech payment solutions
is its ability to stay engaged with the member. “We have
alternative solutions that can complete the simplistic task
of processing a loan payment, but this solution really serves
as an additional, valuable, member outreach and retention
tool,” states Murph. “To us, Payigy is much more than just
a quick digital payment tool that any vendor can link to on
our website and start taking payments.” Member retention
opportunities are made possible through various messaging
and communication features within Payigy and through the
ability to integrate other fintech engagement solutions. “We
can now drive engagement in a different way than we have
been able to do in the past,” continues Murph. “For example,
being able to communicate different offers to those members
who only have loans with us while they are making those
loan payments is a very unique opportunity that we have
not had prior to Payigy.” Murph says she looks forward not
only to retaining the loan-only member but also to growing
the use of products and services per member.
In addition, while indirect auto lending presents a strong
immediate use case for Payigy, the product’s strategic
roadmap includes supporting additional loan types and
real-time payments enablement in the future. This “future
ready” aspect is key to Murph’s endorsement of the solution
for her credit union. “It’s a solution that can grow when
needed,” says Murph. “And it’s designed to have the potential
for many other features in the future.”

Payigy is a dynamic digital payments
platform that enables credit unions
to deepen relationships and establish
greater payment consistency with
indirect members via a user friendly,
biller-direct like interface.
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